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Aiding hospitals in the implementation of a provincial MHP: Barriers and facilitators to knowledge translation

The successful adoption, implementation and sustainability of an MHP in a clinical setting can be a complex undertaking. It requires a staged change management process (described elsewhere in the toolkit) developed based on a site-specific assessment of anticipated barriers to implementation followed by a multi-faceted (e.g., rounds, simulation and feedback) and multi-level (e.g., lab and bed-side clinicians) implementation strategy. The following section provides guidance on how to achieve protocol adherence and to increase team awareness and effective delivery of an MHP. This section will address recommendation statements 8 and 41.

12.1 Barriers

Barriers to the uptake and implementation of practice guidelines are generally attributed to issues related to knowledge, attitudes and behaviour.\(^1\) Specific to patient blood management guidelines, barriers include:

- knowledge and beliefs about the intervention
- access to knowledge
- information and resistance to clinical practice change.\(^2\)

The successful implementation of an MHP has to consider barriers specific to various environmental contexts and match them to implementation strategies.

Guideline implementation strategies to overcome these barriers, include:

- conducting educational meetings
- auditing and providing feedback
- developing educational materials
- local consensus discussions to formally establish a need for a guideline and should include a staged change management process.\(^2,3\)

Examples of MHP implementation in adult and pediatric clinical settings\(^4,5,6\) reveal they can be lengthy (up to 12 months), usually initiated by a multi-disciplinary team and provide some reference to clinician education (e.g., “structured and directed educational conferences”\(^4\)) and access to related knowledge/materials. While there is no reported evidence-based approach for successful MHP implementation in a clinical care setting,\(^7\) the reader is referred to a number of available published tools to identify barriers and generate related implementation strategies for guideline adoption\(^7,8,9,10,11,12\). Organizations may also benefit from incorporating an Ontario Health-endorsed staged quality improvement (QI) process or consultation with a guideline implementation expert.\(^1\) The goal of effective MHP education and local consensus building is guideline adoption, successful implementation and sustained utilization.
Figure 1: Educational strategies to facilitate implementation of a massive hemorrhage protocol in a clinical setting

**CONSIDERATIONS:**

- Clinician leader(s) supported by Medical Advisory Committee
- Team members from impacted Physician Specialties, Nursing, Allied Health, “Champions”, “Opinion Leaders”, QI/Data & Decision Support, Communications, Patients/Family Members and ORBCoN

**MHP:** Facilitators for Implementation

- Conduct Local Consensus Discussions and Needs Assessment

**MHP:** Anticipated Barriers to Implementation (Multi-level)

**MHP:** Implementation Strategies to Overcome Barriers (Multi-faceted & Multi-Level)

**MHP:** Compliance & Sustainability (Repeat strategies as needed)

**STEPS:**

- **KNOWLEDGE**
  - Conduct Local Consensus Discussions and Needs Assessment
- **ATTITUDES/BELIEFS**
  - Anticipated Barriers to Implementation
- **BEHAVIOURS**
  - Implementation Strategies to Overcome Barriers

- **KNOWLEDGE (see tool-kit)**
  - Grand rounds presentation
  - Model and simulate change in-situ
  - e-Learning modules
  - Podcast link
  - Ensure access to algorithm
- **ATTITUDES/BELIEFS**
  - Tailor to meet local needs
  - Associate with privilege renewal
  - Identify & prepare “Champion”
  - Inform “Opinion leaders”
- **BEHAVIOURS**
  - Provide audit & feedback
  - Provide cognitive learning aids (see toolkit)
  - Involve executive boards
- **“Other” Strategies to Consider**
  - Conduct educational outreach visit
  - Conduct ongoing training
  - Create new clinical teams
  - Regularly reexamine and learn from successes and failures
  - Visit other sites
  - Shadow other experts

**Interdisciplinary Bedside Clinical Team***

*Composition of interdisciplinary team will vary according to contextual local needs (e.g., obstetrics, pediatrics etc.)

**Hospital Transfusion & Hematology Labs**

**Local Emergency Services, Ornge & Canadian Blood Services**
Figure 1 represents an example of an approach to incorporate educational strategies to address anticipated barriers to MHP implementation in any clinical setting, which at the local level is ideally supported by the Medical Advisory Committee and an executive sponsor. Leadership is crucial and the designated lead during MHP development and eventual activation must be clear. For successful implementation, a multi-disciplinary team that includes specialty specific clinicians and lab personnel associated with MHP activation must be identified. Opinion leaders should be engaged by this group. Consultation with the patient and family advisory committee to understand their experiences of care is recommended. At the local level, barriers to implementation must be identified through discussion with key stakeholders, which may include engagement of resource personnel outside of the hospital. Implementation strategies should be multi-faceted and go beyond simple audit and feedback and include e-learning and in-situ simulation, cognitive learning aids and involve local champions. The MHP toolkit provides resources for training and simulation drills on the operation of the MHP and for review of activations to ensure reinforcement, training, maintenance of competency and process improvement.

- A series of five training modules developed for key hospital personnel (Porters, MLTs, Nurses, Physicians) and communication /hospital administration MHP elearning modules
- Simulation Exercise: Three tabletop scenarios are presented in paper appendices and video forms. An observational tool is provided, in appendix to support the debrief and prompt further discussion.
- A generic PowerPoint slide deck created to be used by hospitals to present (MAC/Grand Rounds) elements of the provincial MHP (MHP slide deck).
- The reader is encouraged to refer to a publication by Powell et al. for a list of “Other” implementation strategies.

Finally, a willingness and commitment to regular MHP re-evaluation and quality improvement will improve protocol compliance and sustainability. MHP activations should be reviewed, at least quarterly, by a multidisciplinary committee (Transfusion Committee / Medical Advisory Committee) for quality assurance purposes. The toolkit also provides a generic MHP algorithm for both non-definitive and definitive-care settings (adult and pediatric specific) as well as a patient handover tool.

Refer to the Quality Section 14.0 for guidance on provincial reporting and what MHP quality metrics to track.

**Pediatric**

Please refer to related pediatric considerations in section 15.0 and appendices for pediatric MHP cognitive aids (algorithm, dosing table, cooler dosing guides, equipment examples and infographic for heat loss reduction).
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